
In many world cities, where I have ever been, there
are ancient areas or blocks, where tourists first of all try
to get for plunging into the past.  

The old part of Baku is enclosed by well kept forti-
fication Icheri Shahar (“internal city”). Any generation of
artists doesn’t remain indifferent to this wonderful place,
impregnant by a smell, paints and sounds of the last
centuries.  “Poetry in a stone”- under such name it would
be possible to unite works of masters, enamored in
native town. 

Peer into pictures of Azim Azimzadeh… There is a
rich world of types and events, which inspire the cre-
ativity of many modern artists. 

Walk on cobble-stoned streets on the engravings
of Alekber Rzaquliyev, and you will feel the time,
stopped by the wish of the artist. 

After the years, the shapes of Ichri Shahar is chang-
ing, and not always in the best side, and then more things,
embodied by a hand of the artist, find a greater value. 

Often in the summer, students-artists practise in
the Baku Tower, drawing local architectural monuments.
And always, while talking to them, I try to inspire them a
love to a stone, which is always so native, but mysteri-
ous, carring a web of time in it. Only having felt its
(stone’s) secret, it is possible to image a beauty Maiden
Tower, Mohammed Mosque, to show greatness of
Shirvanshahs’ Palace. 

Beside the magnificence of architectural mon-
uments, there are doors, balconies, stone relieves
in Icheri Shahar. The only a relief on Gosha Gala
paor gate with the image of two lions, day and night
(sun and moon), defending Icheri Shahar, costs so
much. 

It is possible to  tell a lot of interesting things to the
reader? But it seems to me,  that you would rather see
once than read hundred times. I offer to your attention a
cycle of pictures on Old City of the artist fallen in love
with an ancient stone. 

POETRY IN A
Ismail ASADOGLU,

Honored Artist of Azerbaijan
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“Icheri Shahar”, 1996. Art. Ismayil Mammadov
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“Street in a Fortress”, 1972. Art. Alekper Rzaguliyev “In a Fortress”, 2002. Art. Ismayil Mammadov
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